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The truth shall not live quietly.
Portsmouth, Ohio

February 1, 1993 Volume 1 Issue 13

ronicle
Shawnee State University

, 154,000 Extra Goes to Engineering Tech Faculty
Disproportional amount of fundin1 2oes to En1ineerin1 Tech
thebreakoowmofthedata:AlliedHealth- and Technical Sciences. The total
15.75hoursatacostof$11,451,Busi- sumofthese overloads cost the
ness-325hoursatacostof$24,806,Arts University $154,444 for an esti1992-93 academic year, a sy&em ex- and Hwnanities-6 boors at a cost of mated 220 hours in Engineering
isted which allowed imtructors to~ $5,760, Sciences- 32 hours at a cost of Tech alone.
ply for am teach extra classes beyood $29,346,andMathematics-l 8 hours at a
According to the Overload
their 36 oour cmtract (three classes costof$16,782.
Pay 91-92 Report, the sum total
per quarter, excluding swnmer).
In the above divisions, some re- of all other divisional overloads
Thi& practice cost the University, quests were turned down by the Uni- is only I 07. 76 hours at a cost of
in the period beginning in the Septem- . versity to teach overload hours be- $88,145. In other words, the
ber 1991 andclosingintheJune 1992, cause ofthe domination by the College Engineering and Technologies
a sum of$246,681.
of Engineering and Technologies.
faculty received over 2.5 times
Shawnee State fourx1 itself with a
Why were those requests in the the total sum of the overloads
budget deficit of $760,792 for the other areas that had a greater student acceptedbytheCollegesofAllied
1991-92 academic year. Overloads body and a fairly comparative number Health, Business, Math, Sciences,
were eliminated by inaeasing cb of graduation students?
Social Sciences and Arts & Husize and combining certain courses as
In fact, according to the North manities. The faculty of Engia result of the hldget crisis.
Central As.wciation that re-accredits neering Tech also received 62.6%
Most of the estimated overlaid the universities and colleges, the So- of the overload pay.
hours for the departmems are rather cial Science division with the smallest
Fmthermore,49%ofthehours
small. These figures are estimates of mmber ofoverlaid hours had the high- went to the Engineering and Techthe overload hours finalized May 4, estincreasesofstudentsgraduatingftcm nical areas, which does not accu1992.
aprogram.
ratelybreakdowntheUniversity's
The smallestfigureswereftan the
In the 1990-91 academic year, 3,636 student population. Of the
Social Sciences who received ooly 4 there were 19 students graduating; in students who graduated between
overload hours at the cost of $4,092. 1991-92,therewere39;andinl992- 199Iandl992,19.8%ofthestuThe remainder of the divisions, ex- 93, there were 45 students graduating. dents were from the seven procluding Engineering Technologies,
The university granted the largest grams of the Engineering Techreceived the following hours within number of hours to the Engineering nologies. However, 31.7% were
By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor
In the years up to the present

~atchdog Committee to Finalize Co~stitution
By Kevin L. Zornes

said charges, the university never ofUC Copy Editor
fered
Kimbler an apology.
On January 28, the Student AfThe
Publication Committee, acfairs Committee ofthe United Facca-ding
to
the constitution, "shall act
ulty Assembly (UFA) met to finalas
an
oversight
committee for the
i7.C the draft ofthe new constitution
student
newspaper,
the University
for the University Chronicle in orChronicle.
The
committee
shall seek
der to bring it to a vote in front of
to
promote
an
effective
journalism
the entire membership. The constitution was drafted by John Kelly, education program at Shawnee State
>"c;ociate Professor of History, in University while respecting First
;ultation with Dr. Stylianos Amendments rights of student jourHadjiyannis, Associate Professor nalist. ••
Joe Harris, student senate secreof Political Science, who both sit
oa-the Ad Hoc Publications Can- tary, posed the question to Kelly
whether or not the university could
.oittee.
Kelly, after reading several revoke funding of the student-run
ts of the constitution, opened newspaper.
Kelly responded by saying, acthe meeting to suggestions from
cording to the Student Press Law Centhe floor.
Dr. Marie Mirabello, Univer- ter, any interruption in the publication
sity Chronicle Advisor, made ofthe newspaper would be a violation
known that the Publication Can- of First Amendment Rights of the
mittee was formed in the latter part student body. This was verified by
of 1991 as a result ofthe unfounded Chronicle Edita Donna Kerecz, who
charges of plagiarism agaimt then bas established relations with the
Editor Alice Kimbler. Though the SPLC.
Furthermore, there was clarificacharges of plagiarism were dismissed~ three journalism pro- tion in the process of choosing the
fessionals found her innocent of editor within the constitution. After

debate, the group decided that the
nomination for editor would be
made by the staffand agreed upon
by the committee.
In the event of a deadlock
between the committee and the
newspaper staff, the position
would be open to students who
could meet qualifications. The
committee would then select the
editor fr001 those who apply.
Paul Crabtree proposed changing the required G.P A. for the
editor frcm 2.0 to 2.5, and requiring a full-time status.
Barbara Edwards, ASM>Ciate
Professor of English, reminded
the group that most editors at an
institution with a journalism program receive credit for the 60-80
hours per week contributed to the
paper.

Kelly decided that the word-

ing in the constitution_would re-

quire a 2.5 G.P A. and at least 4
credit hours per quarter.
The finalized constitution will
go in front of the UFA for

proval.

.
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from seven programs within Allied
Health, 22.8% were from the six
areas of the Business Division and
12.7% were from the area of the
Social Sciences. .Appalaltly, there is
no carelaticn between the size ofthe
graduationcbandtheneedtoteach
overloam.
Excluding the Engineering and
Techoologies programs, the average
number of overlaid hours that individual faculty received 3.8 hwrs, the
rangebeingbetweenthree-foll'thsof
a hour (Gayle Denham Massie,
M.S.N., Assist. Prof., Associate Degree Nll'Sing) and 13.5 hours (lmow Fruee, MS., Associate Professa of Olemistry). The vast majority
of these in.wuctors, 21 <U of 28, fell
withintherangeoftwoandsixhoms.
Whenanalyzingthestatislicsftan
the Engineering and Technologies,
the thirteen instructors taught an
average of 16.9 hours. The range
was between the lowest of I. 75
hours (Jeffery Scott Humble,
B.S.I. T., Senior Instructor of Plastics Engineering Technology) and
thehighestbeing47hours(Edmon

N. Scott, B.S., Assistant Professor of
lnstrumentatiooandControlEngineering Teclmologies).
The vast majaity of these instructas, IO oot of 13, 1aught mere than IO
hwrs. Ofthose 13 imtructors whowere
paid fa more than IO boors, 6 taught
over 20 hours.
In the case of Scott, he received
regular pay for tl'acbing requinmems
of $36,017, while his overload pay
annmtedto$35,267. ScoUcamewidlin
$750 of dwbling his salary. In &ct,
Scott as cne instructor, received JDCR
hours than any other single divisim,
143% ofthe toea1 overkled hwrs, and
noe than the Colleges of
Arts & Humanities, and Social Sciencesc001bined. TheCollegeofBusiness, the second largest total, had
only 9.92% of the overloads.
Dr. Oive Veri, PresidentofSSU,
said in his State of the University
Address in January that the University had learned to do more with less,
apparently this did not apply to Engineering Tech. Why did the administration allow such misrepresentation
for a single division of the college?

SSU Student, Michele Leonard
Killed In Car-TruckAccident

A Shawnee State University
student, Michele Leonard, 19 of
Seaman was killed a car-truck accident January 22. Funeral ser-

Adams County at 7:30 a.m.
The patrol stated Leonard
parently lost control of her 1981
Chevrolet on the wet pavement in a
sharp left curve. The vehicle went
left of center and collided with a
westbound dump truck driven by
Vernon D. Cooper, 59, of Rarden.
Leonard was pronounced dead
at the scene. Cooper was taken to
Scioto Memorial Hospital in Portsmouth.
Leonard, during the summer
montm wcrked through the ABCAP
Prognun fa- four years. Her former
boss Robert ~le, former Adams
County Commissioner, said,
•'Michele was a nice girl and a good
worker. She was someone you could
count on to do a good job.
Leonard worked nights at the
viceswerecomb:ledMooday,Jam. Pee Pee Marathon in Seaman and
ary25.
was en route to classes at the time of
Accadingtolut8Gecrgetown, the accident.
Ohio Highway Patrol, I..eooant, fcrThank you to The Poople 's Demerly of West Union, was fender in West Union, Ohioforp~
eastboundon SR 73 near Rarden in viding the i,iformation.
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President chooses not to be interviewed=~~===

To the Editor,
Very'regretfully, I choose to not
be interviewed by you (Donna
Kerecz) for the purpose of responding to the questions you have raised
in recent editions of The University

Chronicle. I say "regretfully" because I have never turned down a
request in the past to be interviewed
by a reporter any time or anywhere.
Given the Chronicles 's recent

history of mixing strong personal
opinion with facts, give the omissions and distortions of fact, given
the limits on free speech placed on
people who write letters to the edi-

tor, and given the value-laden negative spins on may of your stories, I
choose to not put myself in position
to be victimized further.
Clive C. Veri

Student appalled at the methods of some instructors
To the Editor,
I am appalled at the methods of
some mstructors. It seems there are
a few instructors that live in a different worlf!, the world of "I arri in
charge and that' sfmal' '. Asa sophomore, I have encountered a few
instructors like this. I am currently
battling one now. The worst of it is
this is a core class; without it there

will be_no graduation. The questions
at hand is either let it go and lie down
or stand up for what I think is right!
I thought this was college, not
pre-school. This is a place where a
few things should and should not
happen (i.e., no discrimination; mstructors should allow and encourage students to enhance and utilize
their creativity and imagination to

there fullest capabilities; a student
should not be talked down to; some
consideration should be taken mto
account for the non-traditional student (a student that has another life,
a family to care for, a full time job,
etc ... )
With things like this going on or
not going on, one must question the
quality of education a student re-

ceives for their money.
As for the few instructors that
continue to practice unjust and questionable ways, they should go back
to teaching in a more controlled
atmosphere.
The best solution would be reform so that the students as well as
the instructor benefits.
Jeff Warnock

SSU Teachers warm and caring towards students
The
University
Chronicle
The University Chronicle, Shawnee
State.University's student-run newspaper, is a vehicle of expression for
students reporting news and views.
Opinions expressed in the new11paper are not necessarily tbose of the
newspaper staff, the adviser or the
University.
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To the Editor,
I consider myself lucky to be a
Shawnee State student. There may
be administrative and budget problems, but in my experience, there is
not a deficit in the warmth and
caring of the teachers towards the
students.
I am the mother of two small
boys, and I came to Ohio two years
ago specifically to go to Shawnee
State and make a better life for
myself and my children.

Although I don't have the statistics concerning the number of parents enrolled at Shawnee State University, I know there are many ...
Single mothers raising young
children, older children, working in
or out of the home, carrying a full
course load...
Married mothers, going back to
college after the kinds are raised,
attending college while their mate
works, often working outside the
home themselves ...

Andofcourse,thefathers, working or non-working, single or married, all students reaching for a
brighter future.
I'm very pleased to see the tmderstanding of instructors who allow a parent to bring a child to class
occasionally, or who excuse the
parent if a child causes the absence.
The student newspaper, The University Chronicle, notably Stephanie
wright, is now recognizing that sane
of its' audience are parents.

Perhaps it is impractical to
dream ofthe time child care comes
to Shawnee State University, but it
is comforting to know that the staff,
faculty, and student body know we
are out here, trying to make a better
life and world for our children.
When we feel overwhelmed by the
pres~ ofjuggling home, school,
work, and children, it is uplifting to
have the Shawnee State community behind us.
Diana L. Ulsh

Student thinks he has the answers=
September 28, 1993
[January 28, 1993]
Dear Editor,
I would like to thank Assistant
Editor Jay Arr Henderson foc his
quick response to my letter in last
weeks issue. I applaud you Jay for
provingmypointatl¥>wthequestiooable reporting and validrty of the articleswrittenforthe UCare INVALID.
Let me start pointing out the invalid infcnnation you wrote about me
foc the whole campus to read:
I. I do not .work for Dave
Gleason, You did not verify my
employment here at the University, and slandered Dr. Gleason by

saying, and I quote, "Does Mr.
Dalton" (the correct spelling is
Daulton) ''read the paper unless his
boss, Dave Gleason, hands it to
him?" If you must know, I work for
Elinda Boyles in the Personnel office.
2. YousaytheUCstaffCOlDlted62
"happy" stories in the last 11 issues.
Which one of these stocies made the
front page?
3. Since when are colorful metaphors needed to be used just to get a
point across and also, when is third
hand information considered valid
when first hand information is avail-

Dear Mr. Daulton,
My answer was not an attempt
at slander; I was hoping to point out
some invalid information that you
wrote for the whole campus to read.
Now, your newest missive seems to

be directed at me so let me say that,
in your first point, you are quoting
from an Editor's Note by Karen Wilson.
I defy anyone to show me the
relevancy of point 5.

able?

4. When was the last time a UC

reporter stopped as SSU student to
ask for an opinion on any given
topic or even inquired as to which
issues are of greatest concern?
5. The articles wntten are one
sided To prove this point I will qi.de
another statement by you m your
articleAMomentousAnnOW1cement:
"My first impulse is to tell these
people that they are full of what
grandma cleaned out her pants''
and "I try to explain to them by
way of a clever little analogy I've
created."

6. Now about these ramifications you are hiding from. By phrasing headlines in the form of questions, it is obvious that you are unsure
of the validity of your stones and
therefore are unable to make firm
stand on the issue
Well, I think I have made my
point so far. Now, if you want to
slander my name and views to the
public, why don't yoµ intervie)Y._me
so the real truth can be told •
ill
.this be a novel approach to journalism for the UC?
Timothy P. Daulton

MY ANSWER:
And you are the first person, I
believe, who's ever accused us of
W!t taking a firm stand on the issues. We at the newsroom were
quite amazed. Most people say we
take too firm a stand (in fact, I've

said it myself once or twice).
You say that if you are interviewed, the real truth will be told. If
you know anything of consequence,
why didn't you put it in the letter?
Jay Arr Henderson

ongress sha rnake no aw. .. abri ging t e
--First
reedorn o
eech or the ress.
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down and the other walk over top of him to pass. We fanned and
lived the good lire. Wewouldnothave known we were pooc ifthose
high-h<rsed city folks hadn't of told us!
Well, this time of year always takes me back home. I can still
feel the warmth of that old wood stove as we piled oo wood we cut
ourselves.
Wood was cut in the late summer, and we would let it season
just right. I enjoyed cutting wood with my grandparent& ''Big
Paw'' and Big Maw'' (back in Number Eleven, we said ''big''
instead of "grand"). Okay, so we are different. Deal with it.
Anyway, I 'II never forget the time when we went to collect
some
logs in the old tractor and buggy. Big Paw was a retired
By WIiiard Elton Ford
coal
miner
and believed in hard work. Big Maw and we
UC Staff Writer
Hello, faithful readers! Occasionally, I get a break fam grandyungins went along to help.
interviews and reading all my mail so I can chat with you about
"Lord, Ruby you all better watch it over there. I saw a
whatever. I enjoytalkingaboutwhatmakes this life worth living. hornet's nest in that pine over yonder," Big Paw cautioned. We
We are at February's back dooc and we've yet to see any began to load the wood while Big Maw lectured on the danger
snow-that's not right!
of hornets and any other animals or poisonous plants in the
Things sure are different frool when I grew up in Virginia. woods. Every time she would go to pick up a piece ofwood, Paw
That was when times were good. Even the weather worked would grouch that we were going to "stir them hornets up."
carectlybackthen. Welivedupadeepooal-miningholler(you
Finally getting frustrated, Big Maw said that she was walking
say "hollow") called Number Eleven. The road was paved home. As she walked away, Big Paw went over to get a focgotten
in fresh mud and was as narrow; you had to have ooe person get log,andsteA)edrightintothemiddleofayellowjacket'snesthidden

..iving the "good life"

The University Chronicle
on the grouoo.
Big Paw roored, and started dancing up and down. I was
looding wood on the other side of the buggy. We kids thought Big
Paw was just dancing forjoy because ofall the wood we gathered.
"God Almighty, Ruby, they're in my bitches." Big Maw
hurriedovertohimashejumpedandswattedatthefuriousinsects,
whistling and cussing as he ran down the hillside. We rushed out
of the woods with those yello\\jackets JX>A)ing pooc Big Paw the
whole way. We heard him declare as he darted through the back
screen dooc:
''Ifthem yellowjackets want that wood this bad, they cankeep
it!"
We have had many a laugh over the sleepy embers of the old
wood stove at the antics of pocr Big Paw. That was how lire was
back in Number Eleven, and we like it.
Here in Portsmouth there has not been enough snow for the
kids to go sledding. This has happened for the last couple of
years. Now that's not right!
Well folks, keep sending your card and letters and we'll
keep in touch. ,Ifyoo call, you may get my amwering machine. I
might be gone back to Ntmber Eleven with a sled The yellow
jackets soould be gone. Oh well, maybe the weather will be
carected when Clintm gets in. Until next time, keeptallcing SSU!

Men atWork... or Play?---By Dennis Day
UC Staff Writer
Classeshaverecentlybegun.lt'snotthatldon'tthinkyou
all are aware ofthat. It's just a declarative way ofopening up
an article. Another quarter of dismal, disillusioned classes is
what we're now struggling through. You were all aware of
that, also, I presume. I can feel my mind turning into mashed

potatoes.

The vending machines should vend Bayer aspirins;
wouldn't that be a hit? Maybe it would help all the students
suffering from the Massie Hall construction-induced, I'vegot-a-headache-this-big headache (and it's got SSU written
all over it).
For the first time, we can see the pipes, ducts and conduits
which criss-cross above the ceiling tiles, which have been
removed for internal surgery.
The professor attempts to conduct a roll call at the
beginning of class: Dennis Day...Angie McCarty... Leah
Jones.. .James Sampson. .. He is interrupted by a 90 second
ear shattering 60 decibel Craftsman electric drill used by our
knowledgeable construction crew. I wonder how much
enjayment they get by drilling, pounding nails and dropping
large hollow metallic items which echo through Massie Hall.
I imagine they have some sort of contest to see who can
disturb the most classes and students, and to see which
worker can make the loudest noise.
"Hey Bob!" "Yeah, Fred?" "I bet you $10 that you
can't drop this old heavy piece of heating duct and make the
noise heard in the Commons building!" "What's wrong
,
you Fred? We've dropped heavy things hundreds of
times--sometimes by accident. We all know the noise can be
heard in Minford." "Yeah, but this time, I'll go to the cafe
in the University Center listening to a tape player with a pair
fheadphones real loud." "You're on!"
"Crash!!! BA-BOOM-BA-BOOM-BA-BOOM!!!" The
• makes a thunderous roar as it echoes and reverberates
thro\lgh9ut Massie Hall. The chimes at the SSU clock tower
vibrate. The fish at Bert's Pet Center swim in a wild,

conduced frenzy. Shoppers in Wal-Mart look around to see if
some obese person fell on the floor.
"Well, did you hear anything, Fred?" "N~, not a thing.
We'll try again tomorrow."
Besides drilling, dropping and hammering, we also hear
tapping, chiseling, filing, sawing, fragging or pushing of equipment, tools falling, and the occasional sneeze, belch, cussing,
" = = = =, , . . . . - - - - - - - - - , laughing or dirty joke
told during lunch hour.
l can imagine SSU
flipping through the yellow pages under the
''construction'' heading. The reputable finns
are: Construction R Us,
We Do Building, Key, stone Konstruction
Kompany
and
Homestyle Renovations. Which firm do you think is currently under contract to give
Massie Hall its facelift? Probably some front company for the
mafia.
Imagine this scenario: Suppose the constructing (or destruction) crew isn't really working at all. I am willing to bet that they
are sitting up there right now on the third floor playing prerecorded tapes with all the sounds of construction. lbey probably sit on the third floor near the windows with binoculars and
watch the girls walking around outside. If there are any female
construction workers, they're probably either watching the male
workers or students. How unbelievable.
When we an graduate, we 'II all be deaf as a rock. We won't
be able to hear a thing. If we go to the beach and hold a shell to
our ear, we'd probably hear the sounds of hammering and
drilling. Come graduation time, we won't be able to hear our
names as they're called. Some ofus will probably have nightmares of massive Black and Decker power tools invading
Portsmouth and taking no prisoners.
Will we survive this chaotic vortex of noise?

The reader deserves an honest opinion. If he doesn't deserve it, give it to
him anyhow.

By Kevin L. Zornes
UC Copy Editor
You're traveling through space and time. You come to
a door leading into another dimension. A dimension where
education isn't based on money, Rush Limbaugh is on
earlier in the day, and Wile E. Coyote has finally eaten that
blasted Road Runner. You're about to cross over into...The
Twilight Zornes.
Welcome. This week, I was kidnapped twice, held
captive in the Allied Health Building, and forced to participate in some type of experiments involving my teeth. My
kidnapper, disguised in safety glasses and a surgical mask
(she resembled a dental hygienist), performed unmentionable acts with dental tools inside my mouth. At the end ofmy
ordeal, I discovered it was my old friend Angela Mowen.
She is currently being held without bond in the Portsmouth
City Jail.
Okay, I can't lie. I wasn't kidnapped, held captive, or
forced to particilllte in any kind of experimems. (Actually, I
volunteered.)
lt'snotwellknownthatourbeloveddentalhygienestooems
can i;rovide an excellent service to SSU students. For the
discount ince of$3.00, students can receive a thorough teeth
cleaning, a tooth brush, toothJllSfe, dental floss and advice on
how toprq,erlytake care of your teeth. (Chances are, you're rot
doing it right.) This isn'tjust any old teeth cleaning either. I had
parts of my teeth cleaned that I didn't even know existed. To
be honest, from the look on Angie's face as she cleaned my
teeth, I don't even think my dentist knew they existed.
So, as I JDCl:ice good dental hygiene, I lq,e you'll do the
same. If you would like an tremendous teeth cleaning (and a
pretty good cranial massage) call the Dental Hygiene Clinic at

355-2241.
Umil next time, watch treats, see yoor SSU Dental Hygienist, and figli cavities with Crest Tartar Control Toothpaste.
Oh, me mere thing, my illustrioos colleague, Mr. Martin
Pa;tcn, has insinuated I have no self-cmtrol in his collElll this
week. I am totallyoff'emed and hereby challenge him tome of
the following games: Connect Four, Monopoly, or Oue. The
choice is bis.
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The Two-View Review: Structure of Scientific Revolutions

By J'ay Arr Henderson
uc Assistant Editor
One of our greatest philosophers, Snoopy, once said, "When
you think about problems at noon
and then again at midnight, you
get different answers." We believe that reviewers are deeply
affected by their immediate environment, state of mind and degree
of intoxication.
The old view of reviewing
stated that reviewers are capable
of setting aside their ingrained
biases and personal feelings and
acting ata purelyprofessional level
in much the same way that male
doctors perform physical examinations on females without suddenly exclaiming, ''Hot-cha,
Mama, what a set of gazongas! •'
I have known a number of
reviewers (the number is: one) and
my experimental observations
have shown me that reviewers are ·
capable of no such thing. Therefc:re, all reviews should be written
twice, each review involving a
different set of psychological and
environmental factors.
In keeping with this new view
of reviewing, we present the twoviewreview. One review was written while the author bad the flu and
a case of constipation that eventually required a mallet and chisel;
the other was written while the
reviewer was suffering from diarrhea and being intermittently
rubbed against by a cat in heat who
had not been given her pill, due to
a minor oversight on the part ofthe
reviewer's wife. We leave it to the
reader to figure out which review
• was written wder which circwnstances.

View One
Structure of Scientific Revolutions, by Thomas Kuhn, presents a view ofscience that runs as
follows.
Observatioo of events in the

real world leads to the creation of a

very youngest members of it The
It is a book that cries out for a SR were written in short, declarahypothesis (except in England where loss of an old paradigm and the translation into the type of tight, tive sentences, it might be easy to
it leads to the creation of an hypoth- substitution of a new one is what sparseprosefavoredbymodemtext- Wlderstand.
esis.) From the hypothesis, certain Kuhn calls a scientific revolution.
books.
However, the author, for reaMost of this is common sense. It
Either that, or Cliff notes.
predictions can be made. Experiments
sonsknown only to himselfand GM_
are performed to test the predictions. is the mere recognition, in the scienView Two
(and Godsayshewderstoodit wl
If the theory is veriSome of you have been com- it was explained to him, but no•·
fiedbytheresultsof , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - plaining that my sentences are too makes his head hurt to thinkaboli. .,
the experiments,
long. Others have-complained that so he woo 't discuss the matter) esother predictions,
my style is too complex. One letter- chewing common sense and gleerefinements of the
writer complained that my style is fully tossing aside, with a wave of
theory,andmoreextoo bompled.
his manicured fmgertips, chuckling
periments follow,
Some of you can't type.
devilishly as he tosses the powdered
leading to the forOnepersonwrotetosaythatmy wigonhismanicuredhead, the many
mation of a theory.
"senn-tahnse tu deefee-cult, cann- advances, hard-won through the
With enough
nawwtundawstann." This is how I Herculean efforts of many a modexperimental conlearned that it is ~ible to type ernized scribe whom, it would now
firmatiori, the origiwith an accent.
appear, labored in vain, has essayed
na1 theory becomes widely accepted tific community as a whole, of the
One young lady stated that she a style, ifone may call it that, which
and is regarded as definitely correct obstinacy towards change, that m- would be packing a picnic lunch for reeks ofthe seventeenth century and
by those who work in that partic\llar willingness to give up cherished her next hike through one of my all its worst excesses ofelegant variafield where the theory is most impor- beliefs, which we see in every hu- articles. Our own copy-editor told tion, the creation of eclecticallytant. The theory has become a way of man being we meet every day.
me that my writing bad driven her to derived neologisms, thousands-it
looking at the world. It is a paradigm.
Kuhn says that this common- diagram sentences for the first time seems like thousands, anyway-of
The workers who share this view, or senseviewisdistortedbyourpresent since the eighth grade.
subordinate clauses in every senparadigm, are known as a scientific style in scientific historiography.
Once, I had two articles in the tence, the loose and informal crosscommunity.
Present practice is to record all same issue. A faculty member told referencing of terms with other
Since the paradigm is accepted as events, processes and revolutions as me that he read the first one and terms, no one of which makes any
unassailable, all further research is if they were separate events follow- needed eight hours' sleep and a bowl sense or has any special orientation
dedicatedtoelaboratingthedetailsof ing logically one up another. He of Wheaties before he felt strong without regard to the others, which,
the paradigm. This stage ofresearch is proposes a new form of scientific enough to tackle the second one. All of course, makes no sense without
what Kuhn refers to as nonml sci- historiographywhichtakesallthese ofthishasledmetocertaincooclu- referring to other definitions...has,
ence. Once the paradigm has been factors into account.
sions.
in fact, managed, purj>osefully or
By suggesting a new paradigm
My first conclusion is that our otherwise, to concoct such a becreated, while the details can be altered, any attempt to alter the para- for historiography, S of SR is itself Englishclassesarehighlyover-rated. fuddled peruse of artificial bosch
digm itselfresults in an uproar in the anattempttocreateascientificrevoMy second conclusion is this: that it is beyond the power of this
scientific community. The paradigm lution. This is a very subtle point and Every week Professor Lorentz asks hwnble chronicler to even imitate it.
will be retained by the community, an indicatioo of the thought that all his classes if they have been
Though this seems close.
readingStructureofScientificRevolong after it has been shown to be went into this book.
At present I am still struggling
patently false.
I wish I could recommend S of lutions. Everyone always answers with the first chapter, so it would be
unfair of me to review this book just
Thosewhoarewell-entrenchedin SR I cannot. This is a book meant Yes.
as ifl had actually read it. But I have
Some of you are lying.
thescientificcommunityhaveinvested forthosewhohavehmdredsofhours
Once you have read Structure of managed to ferret out three or four
many years of their life and work in tospendflippingfromooesectionto
the elaboration of a particular para- the next, cross-referencing, and get- Scientific Revolutions, my writing sentences which I seem to wderdigm. It is nearly inconceivable that ting a 'feel' for the material. It is not should be as refreshing a wa11c in the stand in a vague sort of way, and
from this I've managed to pick up
any ofthese would easily abandon the abookmeantforthemodem thinker, park.
S ofSRhas been roundly cursed three or four clues as to what this
paradigm, let alone propose that it who is constantly racing to keep up
might be wrong. The substitution of a with the incredible barrage of infor- by students for three decades now. book is about So I'm going to save
new paradigm for an old one can only mation from newspapers, maga- Most of these students have pon- you all a lot oftime and trouble right
be accomplished by those from out- zines, TV,and_occasiooally,college deredthesamequestion:Whydidn't now.
I think the butler did it.
the author write it in English? IfS of
side the scientific community or the instructors.

''The Truth Shall Not Live Quietly~~~~~~-

chronicle has been establishin& itself as a university paper
By Donna Kerecz
uc Editor-in-Chief
Since the beginning of this
quarter, the Chronicle has been
establishing itself as a university
paper in acting as advocate and
defender for the stooent body.
I am reminded ofa discussion
held during the beginning of Fall
quarter between myself and Fred
Chisman, Diredor of Student Af-

fairs, who told me the studej:itnewspaper was the most importaQt ocganiz.ation oo campus because they acted as a
watchdog against the wrongs committed at ssu.
Our recent role as stu4ent advopersonal
cate has not been to
attacks against any one gropp or individual, but to insure that ''the truth
shall not live quietly."

Our job is to ask questions and
inform, so the reader can draw their
own conclusions. We greatly appreciate readers, such as cne senate officer and a student employee (See Letter-To-The-F.ditor), who questioo the
validity of our staies.
As with most papers, our headlinesusesensatiooal wordingtodraw
readers to the stories. However, the

stories lhemselves are "hi.eked by"
facts and stacks of merros, receipts,
soorcesand countl~ files. I welcane
any individual to visit the UC office to
view the above mentiooed items.
It shoold be known that all individuals questioned have made oo attempt to reftiethe evidence IRSCfited
in Olr articles.
As of yet, no articles have per. .

trayed any illegal activity; howev~I',
the educal responsibility of tha;e in

power is void

As far as "happy" stories are
coocemed, yoo show me a newSplper with all "happy" staies and I'll
show you a loosy newspaper.
The Chronicle's hard-hitting articles will oontiIIJe in the fiD.-e as
1mg as the FU'StAmendment stands.

. .......................... .
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By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor

Clinton's efforts to life

>an on homosexuals in
military

(Washington) Capitol Hill is

ablaze over Ointon's continuing
efforts to lift the ban on homosexuals in military service. Clinton continues to push while members of
his own party and staff question his
judgement. In a meeting with the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, which is
chaired by General Colin Powell,
Clinton was told of their ''concern
and difficulties'' with the campaign pledge. The meeting consisted ofdiscussion about the ramifications ofadmitting homosexuals
in the military. Subjects such as
morale, discipline, privacy and
AIDS were also discussed.
Clinton is expected to issue an
executive order within six months
after intense meetings with parties
• on each side of the issue. According to White House Press Representative, George Stephanopoulos,
these meetings will begin immediately.
The first action Clinton could
take is delaying those cases that are
trying to remove homosexuals from
their military position. The second
would be signing the executive
order.
Clinton claims that he can over-

turn the ban on homosexuality without Congress. Many in Congress
feel that Clinton has not consulted
them enough about his decisions
and planning. Republicans will attempt to force Qinton to back down
by adding a rider onto the
Family Leave Act, which he
has promised to sign.

tary-General
~-Ghali,
ofthe U.N.,statedthatthefonmought
to use ''whatever measures are required'' to force Israel to allow 400
deported Palestinians to retmn back to
Israel.

UN pl~ns lonJ-

term mspection
project in Iraq

(Baghdad)U.N.weapons
inspectors have begun setting
up their long-term projects of
observationiniraq. The teams
began investigating a unnamed Iraqi site.
The Gulf War cease-fire
made the provision that the
U.N. would monitor the dismantling of Iraq's weapons o f ~ destruction. These include all long range
missiles and the technologythatwould
be used to create biological, nuclear
and chemical weapons. The U.N. task
f~ce's loog-term goal is to prevent a
revival of such program.5.

PLO calls br sanctions
against Israel

(United Nations) The Palestinian
Liberation Organization pushed for
sanctiooslastweekto beplacedagainst
Israel by the United Nations. Secre-

ThePrim!Ministeroflsrae~ Yitnlk
Rabin, has rejected the terms of the
resolutioo.Howevei,oostaiehassponscx-ed the resolution which is necessary to start the process
The Palestinians are trapped between Israel and Lebancn. Lebaoon
has refused to grant asylum to the
Palestinians that Israel expelled because they were believed to be part or
linked to radical Islamic organizations
such as the Hamas and the Islamic
Jihad
The United States, one of the
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rid

permanent members of the Security
Council, has the ability to veto any
resolution against Israel. Analysts
believe that the United States will
back its close ally in the Middle
East, Israel. These sanctions would
be the same as those imposed on Yugoslavia,
Libya, and Iraq.

French prepares mirltary for possible intervention 1n Yugoslavia

(Paris) force of eight French
naval vessels, led by the aircraft
carrier Clemenceau, are traveling
the Adriatic to link up with British
vessels already off the coast of the
former Yugoslavia.
The air power that the French
Russian Presiforce
contains, most notably 30
dent Visits India
fighters
and 15 combat-ready heli(Moscow) President
copter,
are
to be used to enforce the
Boris Yeltsin of the Rus"no
fly
zone"
and protect the multisian Republic is schednational
United
Nations peace
uled to visit India this
in Bosnia. Last
keepers
stationed
week. The topic for the
Monday,
two
French
soldiers were
visit will be improved
killed
in
cross-fire
between
Croat
trade relations between
men.
forces
and
Serbian
militia
the two nations.
The
fighting
was
sparked
by
Croat
Trade between the
two countries fell to nearly half its forces trying to crush a Serb rebelprevious totals, from $5.5 billion to lion within die center of Croatia.
However, neither European
$3 billion. Also, Yeltsin wants to
Powers
wish to enter a long ground
aR)C8l to the conservative factions,
campaign
within the republics of
within Russia's Supreme Soviet,
Britain and France
Yugoslavia.
who say he takes a strong, proto
curb
Serbian moves in
have.tried
Western stance.
Bosnia
and
Croatia,
however, the
Furthermore, the bilateral talks
two
countries
seem
IDlwilling to
will include discussion on the sale of
Ii
ves
of
their
military
perrisk
the
88 jet trainers to the Indian military,
sonnel.
which will bring $500 million dolAs the factions struggle for helars to the stagnant Russian
gemony,
Cyrus Vance and Lord
economy. India purchased a great
U.N.
peacenegotiators, will
Owen,
deal of military hardware from the
try
to
establish
peace among the
former Soviet Union.
former Yugoslav Republics.

"The strength of the Constitution lies entirely in the determination of each
citizen to defend it. Only if every single citizen feels duty bou_n d to do his
share in this defense are the constitutional rights secure. II
--Albert Einstein

SSU's Chronicle Plays Host to Journalist Jin, J_o seph
feels administratons tend to be paranoid
...__, .Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor

istrations tend to be paranoid and . good paper." He likes our paper,
that they hate for bad things to be though. (Thanks, Jim. I think.)
printedabouttheir schools. He talked
He also said it is becoming inabout crime on college campuses, creasinglydifficulttofindpeople who
using clippings from Newsweek really have a good command of the
magazine to illustrate his point. He English language and know spelling,
never believes the crime statistics grammar and Jmctuatioo. As part of
reported by universities.
the rroblem, he cites the deplcrable
Joseph _readsmanystudentnews- trend in jomnalism today of tmning
papers and says the Chronicle com- nouns into verb:;: "site" and "acpares favorably with papers from ce~'' are two nouns that should never
much larger schools such as Ohio be used as verb:;.
University. He felt this was amazIn response to questions from
ing, coosidering Shawnee has no the staff, he said he feels OU has the
journalism school or even any jour- best jownalisrn school in the state,
nalism classes. Speaking on the but Kent State is also very good.
Dennison paper he said, "Those
He then ask~d for a "real long
question''
so he coold eat some ofthe
· - · He feels thatW)iyersity-i!4rJlin: · ·people .are. too smart. to -put ouLa
At the regular Tuesday staff
meeting of The University
::hronic/e, staff members were
.-..;vileged to hear a talk by well..>wn local columnist Jim Joseph.
Mr. Joseph started by saying
that, although he has been in the
news business for forty years, he
still learns something every day.
Mr. Joseph talked on a number
of subjects .drawn from his many
years in the newspaper business.
Mr. Joseph has worked on university newspapers before and his remarks were especially relevant to
the staff.

pizza.
the difficulties inherent in putting
One student, who recently trans- out a student newspaper. He says
ferred from another school, said that there ought to be a way to avoid
the school newspapers he had seen ''all-nighters,'' but he' sneverfound
before this were heavily censored. it. Most editors of college newspaAll the staff agreed
with Jim in.feeling r.==============================;-,
wewereverylucky
I

"The Chronicle compares
favorably with papers of much
larger schools."

to work under. an
administration
which is not afraid
of truth and wel- ----------•-•-•J•i•m-J•o-se•p-h•
comes open investigation of matters important to the pers, he said, end up practically
students.
living in the newsroom.
He summed up with: "You've
He feels a newsroom should be
thought of as a dictatorship, rather got to be down and dirty to put out a
than a democracy, and talked about good newspaper.••
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It's TI

EToTalk

As a biological phenomenon, HIV is indifferent to politics, social status, or sexual preference; as a
national health crisis, AIDS highlights some disturbing prejudices in our society, underscores the
inequities in our economic and health care systems.
He would like to return to Shawnee school and medication (see re-

IIeip!

=============

He did DQ!, he says, have a student
loan at that time.
Dan says he tried several times
to get an appointment with Gene
Wilson, who was always out of the
office or sick. He feels that Financial Aid judged him guilty without a
fair hearing.
The Chronicle believes Dan
when he says he did not have a
student loan in l 985. From what
Dan has been able to learn. the loan
was intended for the U.S. TruckDriving Academy.
Those of you who know Dan
will have no trouble believing that
his interests lie in far different·
directions than piloting eighteenwheelers.

Disgusted and out of money, he
sadly withdrew from school and
moved to Kentucky. Since then he
has been trying to have his case
reviewed and clear his good name.
He has recently petitioned the Board
of Education, who told him they
never received his correspondence.
The loan oo which it is claimed
he defaulted was originally for
twenty-five hundred dollars. With
interest and penalties, it would now
cost Dan four thousand dollars to
pay off this loan which he says
should never have been attributed to
him in the first place.
He says he has been unable to
find work because everybody wants
their employees to have a degree.

State and finish his education. However, he has been unable to find
work and he has no money saved.
Until he can have the record cleared,
he will be unable to get any kind of
financial aid.
As you know, college is not inexpensive. Danneedsoolytwoquarters of school to complete his degree. He needs twenty-two hours to
graduate.
We believe that if the students,
community leaders and businesses
will pull together, we can raise
enough money to help Dan finish his
degree. Ifevery student in Shawnee
wouldjust donate fifty cents, it would
probably be enough for tuitioo and
books.
We urge you to drop off your
cootributions at the office of the
University Chronicle who is setting
up an account at a local bank for the
purpose of helping Dan pay for

But Patient Zero went on to spread
the disease on the two coasts. It is
estimated that he must have had about
2S0 sexual contacts per year for several
years to result in the stream of patients
into doctor's offices a few years later.
This story, if true, would explain a
lot And it seems about as sensible as
any other explanation I've heard.
And doesn't it get the doctors off
the hook nicely? It means that, although
AIDS can't by any stretch of the imagination be considered a "gay disease,"
it really did hit the gay community first.
Since the doctors began characterizing
AIDS as a "gay disease" after only a
few dozen cases had been seen, and
since that turned out to be one-hundred
percent wrong, they certainly need
something to talce them off the hoolc,
don't you think.?
I don't think so.
How many heterosexuals have contracted AIDS because they thought they
couldn't possibly contract a "gay disease"? How many have contracted
AIDS, believing they were safe because they weren't promiscuous and
had been reassured in television spealc
that "promiscuous behavior" is the
cause of AIDS?
How many people who came down
with AIDS or HIV admitted to one or
even two or several homosexual en-

counters and were branded "gay?" How
many of these primarily heterosexual
people were used to bolster the misdiagnosis of AIDS as a "gay disease?"
How many doctors and educators
haveactuallytriedtointimatethatAIDS
became a disease that heterosexuals
couldhaveonlyafterithadbeenaround
for a while?
I have actually heard people say
that AIDS was "trickling into" the
heterosexual community. First we had
triclcle-down economics; now we have
trickle-down diseases.
While the medical community
searched for a way to cover itself for its
incredible misdiagoo.is, the beating and
1cilling of homosexuals threatened to replace baseball as the national pastime.
Haitians, who were at first believed
to be at high risk for the disease, had a
rough time for a while but were forgotten in the furor. IV druggies were also
claimed to be a vector for the infection,
but I've never heard of anyone beating
up or killing an IV drug-user to stop him
or her from spreading AIDS.
Meanwhile, our schools continued
to keep the lid on the subject, in the
incredible fear that some teenager might
learn enough to save his or her own life.
Only a few days ago, I tallced to a young
person who works on his school's newspaper and was told that they were not

allowed to mention AIDS. Orcondoms.
But why should that surprise us?
Even when the AIDS hysteria was at its
worst, the networks refused to carry
condom ads.
It's difficult to watch 1V for very
long 1hese days without hearing some
major celebrity urge you to, "Get the
facts."
·
·
'Ibis presupposes that there are facts ~
to be gotten. That comes as something
ofa surprise to me. There are hundreds
of major magazines published every
month. There are hundreds of television and radio channel&, most of them
numingtwenty-fourhoursaday. There
are no end of outlets if you really want
us to have the facts. Why not do a 1V
show or publish an article that would
give us the facts?
I'm not really tallcing about telling us
that you can't get AIDS from woricing
besidepeopleocshalcinghandswiththem.
It's hard to imagine anyone over the age
of sevm who doesn't know that by now.
And please don't tell me that it's
caused by promiscuous behavior. That's
not only a perversion of the language
but it could lead to a misunderstanding
that could cost someone their life. No,
give us the .was.
A good way to start would be by
answering these questions:
Does anybody know if the HIV

As if havine the HIV virus weren't trouble enoueh
By Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor
Daniel Stewart, fonner SSV- student, took out a student loan in the
· spring of 1992 and enrolled for the
fall quarter. He also filled out a
Financial Aid Form in January of
1992 for the year. He was turned
down for Financial Aid on the basis
that he had defaulted on a student
loan. Naturally, he thought they
were referring to the loan he had
just taken out.
He tried to explain to them that
he was still in school. But, as it
turned out, the loan on which he had
supposedly defaulted was taken out
in 1984.
Dan was in California in 1985.

lated articles on being HIV positive).
Those of you who remember
his columns for this paper know
that he was always outspoken_and
a man who stood up for his beliefs.
He resigned from the Student Senate when they refused to back Alice Kimbler during the plagiarism
cootroversy.
His columns were thoughtful,
often requiring hours of lonely
research, and well-written. In his
columns, he says, he always tried
to write something that might help
someone.
He misses being part of the
paper and the academic life and
also mi~s his many friends here
at Shawnee State.
It seems only appropriate that
we help Dan finish his educatioo,
when he has enriched the academic life of so many of us.

vinis is the cause of AIDS or if it is
only one of several precipitating factors?
Inexactlywhatenvironmentscan
the AIDS virus live? Blood, semen,
vaginal secretions? Urine? Does it
only survive in a liquid environment?
What about AIDS microbes that
are alive in a-secretion which loses its
moisture to the air?
A great many people claim to
have been diagnosed with AIDS or
HIV and then gone back to a gramnegative state. How is this possible?
If AIDS really attacks the immune system, is there any e,
"C"e
that strong immune systems iue at
less risk that wealc ones?
Some vitamins are known to be
vital to the immune system. Wh,·
many doctors insist that they
•
help? It seems they should be I
ii.
What is being done to safeguard
the blood supply? If blood can be
tested for AIDS with any degree of
certainty, why are the tests done on
people so unreliable?
Is it true that some of the drugs,
such as AZf, used to treat AIDS are in
themselves deadly and would kill a
person without AIDS? Are there any
reliablestatisticstoshowwhelherpeople
liv.e longer with or without treatment?

Give us ·t he FACTS=================================

By Jay Arr Henderson

UC Assistant Editor

It has only been a short while since
the air was full of tales and rumors of
African green monkeys, mosquitoes and
secret CIA Bacteriological Warfare experiments gone wild. A lot of these
"explanations" for AIDS are still with
us; only a few days ago Iliearda woman
on television claim that AIDS was a
government plot to get rid of ..undesirable elements."
There is a strong possibility that we
will never know exactly who was the
first person to have AIDS. He or she
might have been of any race, creed or
sexual persuasion. But given the approximate date when cases began to be
diagnosed and what seemed to be the
usual span a person was infected before
it became serious enough to seek medical help, some epidemiologist have put
together a scenario that they say may
represent reality.
ACanadian male air steward worked
flights between New York and San
Francisco. He is referred to as Patient
Zero. He was homosexual and highly
promiscuous. Somehow, he contracted
the AIDS virus. Whether he contracted
it from someone else or another virus,
perhaps the one responsible for
"Yuppie's Disease" spontaneously
mutating to become the AIDS virus, we
don't know_.

I'm ready for the facts.
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About HIV--AID·S

'Compassion Needed
.......
"--"

ormer student needs help

lly Donna Kerecz

UC Editor-in-Chief
Aids, homosexuality, prejudice,
poverty, discrimination and stereo-

Daniel Stewart
types are part of this society.
All of these are a component of
"real life" and it has always been
the type of material I choose to
write about. These are the issues I
care about and, through them, I am

.

attemptingtoinspirepeopletothink.
My purpose is to prompt a debate
that will hopefully, in tum, educate
and inspire 1D1derstanding and compassion for
those people society
would deem disposable.
Now"reallife", testing positive for the HIV
infection, has affected a
close friend of mine,
Daniel Stewart, who was
a former student here at
SSU.Myreuonsforwriting about AIDS and the
ills of society in the past
were mainly altruistic-Now there is also a selfish
aspect. I love my friend
and I can see the pain of
not knowing the future.
Aslonceread, "when
you have AIDS, the fear
and loathing, the black
paranoia, the everlasting, excruciating uncertainty of AIDS colors
·everything.''
By Daniel testing HIV positive,
everything in his path becomes a
threat. However, some of those

threats can be removed if enough
people care. Daniel, being the
wonderful, giving man he is, is
letting his story be told so he can
help in the raising of the public's
awareness of AIDS.
Daniel also needs help. He
net:ds money to complete his degree and he needs money for medicine. (See relatedarticle on Page 6)
Daniel has given so much to
the community and to this university. He has served on the student
senate and on the Aids Education
Committee. He has also volunteered many times to help those
less fortunate than himself. One
such example is the time he sold
his car to finance a trip to the
Appalachia South Folklike Center in Pipestem, W .Va. For thr~
years he served as vol1D1teer to
help children with learning disabilities.
Please, its time for the community to help Daniel. A fimd is being
set up at a local bank for Daniel.
FormoreinformationcallDr. Mark
Mirabello at 355-2351 or the
Chronicle at 355-2278.

Al DS: Some Reflections
By Dr. John Valentine
Associate Professor, CORE
Dire<:tor,

Commwitv

Involvement

" ...onecanproperlythinkofmost
human lives as caught in a precarious
equilibrium
between
the
microparasitism of disease organisms and the macroparasitismoflarge
t
:d predators, chiefamong which
have been human being." -William
H. McNeHI Plagues and Peoples
When most of us think of the
we think of the decade that
'-J,.ye birth to rock'n'roll and the
urbs. More importantly however, the 50's ushered in the first
decade in human history in which
we had more to fear from
macroparasites than
from
microparasites.
The development of a succession of vaccines over the previous
200 years culminating in the Salk
Vaccine for poliomyelitis in 1954,
the liberal use of pesticide such as
DDT, and the development of new
generations ofantibiotics combined

~•s,

to sharply reduce the threat of
disease organisms for the great
majorityofbumankind. Atthe same
time, the development ofnew weapons of mass destruction such as the
hydrogenbombandICBM'squalitatively increased the threat posed
by other human beings.
From the fi.ftiesm we focused oor
thoughts m how to manage our affairs with other nuclear powers. Rational decision theory, game theory'
and cost benefit analysis were the
intellectual weapons that we
neededforsurvival. Therewaslittle
concern, and even less thought,
given the arbitrary violence that
could be unleashed on us by viruses, bacteria or protozoa. The
same human capacity to do science that enabled us to develop
nuclear weapons had also enabled
us to declare victory against
microparasites.
There was a pill or a shot for
everything. Indeed, prior to pulling

liberty in a port city in the South East
in the fall of 1969, one of the M.D.s
attached to our battalion turned to
some ofhis fellow officers and said,
''Don't worry, I can cure anything
you can catch.'•
But in the mid to late 70's, the
HIV virus began to infect Americans and today, sane one and a half
million of us are HIV positive. (In
sane parts ofEast Central Amca one
quarter to one-third of the adult J)OIXllatioo is HIV positive.) Already,nue
Americans have died of AIDS than
died in Vietnam. The AIDS epidemic has demonstrated to the
"rock'n'roU generation" that the
victory that we thought we had
won against the world of disease
organisms was only a short-lived
standoff. If we need further proof,
we·only need to consider the antibiotic resistant strain of the tuberculosis bacillus that is infecting an
increasing number of the residents
of our major cities.

There is a place in
society for everyone

The spirit of tolerance
By Daniel Stewart
UC Guest Writer

Accommodation. the spirit of
tolerance that enables people of
different races, cultures and lifestyles to live together, is one ofthis
country's most basic principles.
We,ascitizensofaglobalcommllllity, are similar to an extended
family whose members frequently
disagree and quarrel, and yot somehow stay together.
Because of our diversity, the
need for accommodation arises in
situation after situation. and issue
after issue.
Unfortllllately, some of these
issues divide and destroy us.
Imagine yourself as a black
female lesbian of the Jewish faith
who has been diagnosed HIV positive, residing in rural America.
What would life be like? (This is
onlyanexample,toextrudeapoint).
The issue (point) is hate crimes.
Crimes against minorities rooted
in bigotry and ignorance. Hate
crimes occur in many ways. Some
in hate groups like the Ku Klux
K.lanand Neo-Nazi 's,forexample.
Butmosthate crimes arejustpeople
on the street, not in an organized
hate group.. .maybe a random group
offriends, who suddenly become a
hate group.
Imagine being hated because
of your skin color, your gender
identity, sexuality, or religious
beliefs. It doesn't make any sense!
This is 1993 and people still see
blacks as inferior, women as unequal sex objects, and gays and
lesbians as perverts. Come on!!
Walre up people.
We are all HUMAN and
EQUAL. Our diversity makes us
great.
Incidents of hate crimes range
form verbal harassment to intimidation, physical assault, vandalism, police abuse/brutality and
murder.
Something needs to be done to
halt and counteract the twisted
thinking and_out-dated viewpoints

ofan agrarian society which places
too much emphasis on procreation
for the sole purpose of maintaining
sufficient manpower, and/or the
status quo.
Growing trends toward conservatism and the Rev. Lou Sheldon
religious mentality of homosexual
repression ackl to the national epidemic of homophobia (gay bashing).
Fascism is rampant as well.
Ignorant bigots belonging to various hate groups, such as the Ku
Klux Klan, who fill their young
children's heads full of ignorant
propaganda against blacks, Asians,
and Native Americans with-a label
of ethnic cleaming.
I'm not an expert on these issues and don't claim to be. However, I do know that it is wrong for
people to experience hatred, fear,.
discrimination and prejudice because of ignorance. Education and
one-to-one contact with one another is our most powerful tool in
bringing about a major shift in
society's attitudes about who we

are.

There is a place in society for
everyone. The struggle for equality and winning that fight against
racism, sexism, homophobia and
downright ignorance is rooted in
education and keeping an openmind.
Education is able to create a
greater social awareness among individuals, and the increased consciousness of those who keep an
open mind will gain insight into
who they are as an individual and
become more enlightened to society as a whole.
·
So before you say I hate him/
her because he/she is a "queer" or
''nigger'' or whatever, realize that
that person is a hwnan being and is
your equal. That people you hate
are the sons and daughters, tx-others and sisters, and mothers and
fathers of this wonderful diverse
world ofours. We are the world. So
be kind to yourself and others.

.

.

. ·•·Today~s despi,lr Is a poor
chisel to carve out tomorro

Justice~ .··· ·•
.

.

· · ·. ·

•

--Rev. Dr. Martin
Luthe'° King,J'r.
.
.

..

.

.

.
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Boy Becomes Man
UC Staff Report

On January 29, the grudge
match between Martin' 'Whippersnapper" Poston and Robert "The
Geezer" Gambill took place in the
James A. Rhodes Athletic Center.
The idea of the grudge match
came about to settle a "Minor"
problem between the young Poston and the elderly Gambill. Poston claimed most of the University
Chronicle staffunmercilessly torturedhimabouthisage. Suchcommentsas "Doyouhaveanotefrom
your mother?" or "Did you take
your Flinstone 's v1 tamins this
morning?'' echoed throughout the
newsroom any time Poston was
present.
After discussions on settling
the problem, Gambill and Poston
decided to use the racquetball court
as their gladiatorial arena.
Though the majority ofthe staff
believed Gambill would triumph

in the end, their hearts were with the
younger Postoo.
The warriors stepped onto the
court at 2:00 P.M. After approximatelyfifteenminutesofplay, Garn-

as Dave Logan, with rule book in
hand, corrected the Alzheimers
stricken Gambill. Logan stated a
''skunk'' is 11-0 if playing to 21.
Gambill had assumed a "skunk"

Poston and Gambill-- It's only a game guys.
NOT!
bill proclaimed himself the winner

was 5-0 if playing to 21.

ment features the presentation ofthe
1993 Homecoming Queen and her
court.
A poolside dance will be held at
the Portsmouth Ramada Inn immediately following the game. Alumni
and their guest are encouraged to

attend and will be admitted free,
but an RS.V.P. by 4 p.m. on February 5 is required.
For more information on
Homecomingactivitiesortoregister for the dance, please call t614)
355-251 l.

Chronicle S h o r t s - - - - - - - - -

SSU Board ofTrustees
Meeting

•

The Board of Trustees for
Shawnee State University will meet
Wednesday, February JO, at 1:30
p.m. m the Homer Selby Board
Room of the campus library.

Winter Enrichment
Registration at SSU

Registration for Winter Enrichment and Adult Continuing Education classes at Shawnee State University will be held January 23 from
9 a.m. to I p.m. on the 2nd floor of
the University Center.
·eople interested in the courses
mav contact Cheryl Wnght for more
information at (614) 355-2488.
Wright advises that mail and walkin registrations will be accepted up
until the first day of class.

SSU Homecoming
1993

Shawnee State University will
celebrate its annual Homecoming,
beginning with a basketball game
between the Bears and Cedarville
February 6 at 7:30 p.m. in the Activities Center. Halftime entertain-

• _Poston graciously offered to replay Gambill, who some say cheated
the poor little boy and should lose by
default. Furthermore, a member of
the UC staff pointed out Gambill
was breaking natatorium rules by
not wearing protective eyewear.
At that point, Poston entered puberty and refused to win by default.
After thirty minutes of combat,
Gambill defeated Poston in three
matches. At the ~nd of the match,
both parties, near exhaustion, met
and shook hands honorably.
Though Poston had been defeated by Gambill in the match, the
UC staff wishes to commend him.
Poston endured a great deal of
physical punishment to defend his
honor as new Business Manager of
the Chronicle.
We have concluded that Poston has finally became a real man,
for a little while·.

Public
Notice

The University Chronicle
announces the dismissal of
Robert Gambill, Business _
Manager, from the staff.
The position of Business , ___
Manager has been given tc.
Martin Poston, who will assume responsibilities for these
duties.
Gambill will no longer
represent the Chroniclein any
areas, including business.

Randy and
Robby
Mom Loves
You Both
Very Much!

AR TYR AR Speaks Out

Let it be known to the students and faculty of Shawnee
State: AR TYRAR is alive and
well. It must ~lso be known,
despite the many false beliefs
and rumors, the Brotherhood
is and always will be commit-

I

ted to courage,hooorandthesearch
for knowledge.
As ofJanuary I, 1993, membership in AR TYR AR will be
by invitation only.
AR TYR ·AR: Warlike and
studious.

r:,~

JQ~S -

:J C l:..:. l:.:J r- :::J ..:.J

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Monday thN Thursday
7:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m., Saturday

In the University Center

,ft,J

cia

Inc

ec1a

oi I ter a 11p lo ve quarts o
oil, colflf)lete clrassis lube
available at

Knittel'• BP Senlce

KnMter, Raclater & Air ColllldotliJ&.,

jv1SA1

2026 Robinson A venue

Knittel'• Maffler & Br1b Shop
2109 11th Street

Gallia & Waller Streets

10%cklHnon laborwitb~ ID

February 1st and
2nd

=m=illJ

10:30 until 2:00

Payments Plan Available

•

University Center
Lobby

1a:=J

·---1111!11------·
~Oo/o SA.VIN~s:
I-ONARI SUPPLIES .I

I

. >.

at · • · ·• ·. ·. -.· · -, I

~ajestic Paint Center:

II.\.C928 .Gallia...Street
··. .
I ,,0pea a - s:30
Sat. 8.;. S :
,;;,,..;.. UC
I Phone 353-7180

.,

II
I
I

_____ __...

Donna,

I love you!
Bill

.News

Holt Raises DeadTwice
By Kevin L. Zornes
UC Copy Editor
I hope that headline caught your
eye.Myeditorthrivesonthose. This
' ·'\dJine, however tabloid-like it
,6Y sound, is stating the truth (sort
Please, let me explain.
In Dr. Jerry Holt's Civilization
and Literature II class, we have wit·nessed the resurrection of two famous (dead) people: poet/Puritan
Anne Bradstreet and poet/alcoholic
Edgar Allen Poe.
The apparent purpose of these
resurrections is an educational one,
although it's difficult to learn when
you're listening to dead people.
During each visit, the deceased were

interviewed by Dr. Holt, who asked
questions concerning their lives and
their poetry. Both visitors were very
infonnative in answering the questions.
The highlights of the visits were
the poetry readings by the poets
themselves, especially in the case of
Poe. Despite a blood alcohol content of 2.6, he gave a tremendous
reading of "The Bells."
Unfortunately, both interviews
had to be cut short because of musual circumstances. Anne
Bradstreet's visit went well until
students were allowed to ask questions. One student, who will remain

Feb,uary 15
Febroary24

Library Open
President's Day
Library Open
Ash Wednesday

Regular Hours

Monday - Thursday 8:00am - 10:00pm
Friday
8:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday
10:00am - 6:00pm
Sunday _
12:00am - 8:00pm

Break Hours

Monday - Friday 8:00a.m.5:00pm
Saturday
Closed
Sunday
Closed

·----------·
I
I
I
I

LOANS

. OFVALUE

I TYPEWRITERS
I WATCHIS .
2
MEDIUM
PIZZAS
O..piaawlllil ............ hrthe....._
STATE LII
CENSED
I PAWNBROKER
I B&B INC.an Gallia St.

--~=~------

I -OIIICI:.'2UlllftZZAS$13.99""'Of EACH!. ,.._,... PIZZA!PIZZA!f
I ::..,::::.,-:~.::.=:--:.:.:'."~!';:.":.:
...""':
_.....,_.. _ _ _ , _ _ __
700
I
I
()IE

1

I
I
I ~. T .-IH1A

Caesars
.ul~

353-4250

BILL KNITTEL'S BP
•
•
•
•
.
•
•

By Jay Arr Henderson

uc Assistant Editor

According to an anonymous
source, on Wednesday afternoon,
in a Commons Building lavatory,
another peeping incident occurred.
The source, hereinafter referred to
as the "peepee", said he was using the urinal when he noticed a
man peeping at him over the topof
the adjoining stall. He described
the peeper as tall and skinny with
brownhairandabeard. Thepeepee

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
BRAKES
BATTERIES
-ACCESSORIE
TUNE-UPS
UNDERCOATING

354-6494

Portsmouth

353-9205

Porumouth

Fund raiser

Looking for student
groups to sponsor us on
campus. Fast, easy, big
SSSS;s. Call (800) 592-2121
ext. 309.

Spring Breakers

Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and
FREE trips. Organiz.e SMALL or
LARGE groups. Call Campus
marlceting. 800-423-5264

CELE~ON
SQUARE
on campus
i.:OUSl
11

Convenient Furnished Apartments
Space Available For Winter Quarter
call 3 53 - 5405

also said the peeper wore slacks, a

windbreaker and glasses.
The peepee further stated that
he" gave the peeper hell." He said
that, although he is a pacifist by
nature, he felt angry that his right
to privacy had been violated.
The description is similar to
that given in earlier peeping incidents involving males. The phantom peeper is commonly referred
to as "Tippy-Toes."

,
Happy
alentine's Da
oney I Love
You!

Censorship is the DirtiestWord
known to man.

Complete Mechanical Work

353-5823

JIWILRY
PISTOLS-GUNS
RADIOS-STERIOS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

11

The Medical Laboratory Technology Program is in need of participants
for blood donor program. Participants
are asked to make an appointment with
Cathy Russell (ext 236) to give 1-2
small tubes· of blood. Blood will be
drawn by second-year students Students will be supervised by a certified
staff member.
In return for participation. individuals will be paid $5.00 or will be given a
free cholesterol test. Please
indicatewhich o tion ou refer. .

Gallla & Waller Sta.

I MOST ITEMS

S9!i ll

nameless as well as shameless, decided to ask Anne about her sex life,
abruptly ending the visit.
Poe's interview also went well,
until the intoxicated poet suddenly
went insane. Had it not been for Dr.
Holtand, ironically, the student who
asked Bradstreet about her sex life,
Poe may have injured himself, a
student, or worst of all, this news
reporter.
Despite these unfortunate incidents, the class does enjoy Dr. Holt's
"visual aids". It greatly enhances
the class and Hey! It's not everyday
you get to talk to someone who's
dead!

Mysterious Peeper
Strikes Again ====================1

Blood Donations Needed

Library Schedule

I
I
I
I
I
I
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CLA.SSJFIEDS, PERSONA.LS, BUY A.ND SELL ITEMS
$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
.
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

White male, 26, seeks attractive
single female 18-26 for purpose of
lasting friendship and dating. Prefer
someone with moderate Christian beliefs and sense ofhumor. Send reply to
UC office correspondent #35
•Want to Travel Free, F.arn Cash
and Resume Experience? Students
nad Organizations call College Tours
to join our team! We have 25 years
experience, great prices, hotels and
destinations. Call I (800) 959-4SUN.
Ad.
Attentloll 111lgles!!Are you tired
of being alone? Looking for something different? Join The Singles Club.
Many activities for people looking for
new friends and those interested in fun
activities. Members range from 17-87
years old. More than 60 current members call KAREN AUSTIN at 614354-3211 ifno answer leave message.
Ad.

I loveI love
you Pookie!
I love
you
Pookie!
you Pookie!
I love

you Pookie! I love you Pookie! Ad.
To the "Light of My Ufe"-I've finally found someone with
morethan 2 wattsofpowerto"light"

Bill Holmes I Love YOU!!!
Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
Youarethebestthingthathasever
•I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _on
_SSU
_Campus
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, happened tome. Donna Ad.

Looking for folks to play pick-up
games ofstreet hockey on rollerblades.
Age and experience doesn't matter.
See Dr. Tony Dzilc in Business Annex
133 or call 355-2326. Ad.
I love and miss you all It's lonely

In Kentucky. If uyone wanb a
friend or penpal Write me: Daniel
Stewart P.O. Box 1026, Evarts, Ky.

40828. All letters welcome. Ad.
Join Maddie Pudding's Fu Clab
Puddingheads c/o Theresa Brucker,
746MonroeAve.Ardsley,PA 19038
Ad.
Found: Valuable piece of jewelry-3 weeks ago second floor of
Massie Hall. Call and identify 3533127. Ad.
Very sensitive white 21 year old
single mother with one child looking
for companionship. Prefer a respoose
from a mature male 25 to 35 that enjoys
m0:vies, music of the 50's, 60's, 70's.
andcountrymusic.Shouldenjoychun:h,
children and have a good sense of humor. Write to: 4405 Rose Valley Rd.
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662-Diane Michelle. Ad.
Place a Valentille'1 Day ad in the
Chronicle for only one dollar. Dead line
Febnwy 5. See an example on this
page.

Say I LOVE YOUtoyo.-Hoaey-

-place a Valentine's Day ad in the
Chronicle. Just $ 1.00.
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A little of this and a little of that

Ho-Hum time in music. With
things in a normal slow-down after the beginning of the year and
my source of music, Sherphard's
Sound Works, making a move
form one location to another,
things have been tough. However, I was able to scrape together
this week's reviews. A reminder
to everyone, if you would like to
discuss music with me feel free to
do so. I will give you all the time
my schedule will allow. Now on
with this weeks reviews.
What do you have if you mix
alittleofthe70'sAC/DC,the80's
Bon Jovi and the 90's rock scene
all together and then sprinkle some
Kansas on top?
What you have is Rockhead,
the new band led by Bob Rock.

Their new self-titled album
Rockheadhasgoteverythingyou've
ever loved about rock'n'roll plus
more than you would ever expect.
Heavy guitar, light acoustic sound,
piano, speed and some love ballads
all come together to make some of
thebestrockl'veheardsinceG'n'R's
Appetite' for Destruction.
Rockhead gets some song writing help on the track House ofCards
from Jon Bon Jovi and Richie
Sambora. Richie also plays lead
guitar on House of Cards.
Rockhead, I feel, is heading for
the top of the charts. • •• •
Blues I tell you, great rockin'
blues, that's what the Jeff Healey
Band's new album Feel This is.
The first single off the album,
Cruel Little Number is just a taste of
an album that show a lot of growth
inthis

•••

_____________

cause of the crowd-band relation- vocals, age 20
ship.
Don Willis, guitar, vocals,
age21
(GR) What kind of music do
Moe Collett, guitar, vocals,
you play?
age 16
(PB) Nirvana,
Pearl Jam, some others. A lotofnew progressive rock.

On Saturday, January 23, I

had the pleasure of hearing Plaid
Bone at the Franklin. I had heard

them once before at the Classic,
so I thought I knew what to expect. What I did not expect was
the standing-room-only crowd,
which I should have guessed by
the lack of parking spaces.
The crowd, myself included,
was totally pleased with their performance. Their new songs rival
any written by any of the "Seattle
sons" such as Nirvana or Pearl
Jam. Plaid Bone has definite potential. Theirdedicationandcommunication to each other and their

PlaidBoneLuv. Losing the "Luv"
was a step taken to differentiate
between who they were then and
who they are now. If you haven't
heard them and love new music, I
strongly recommend them. Also, I

(GR) Do you
have a lot of trouble
at bars with three of
your members being
under 18?
(PB) Most bars
music is the key to this bands fantas- are very accepting.
tic future success. Look out Seattle They understand
we're here to enterfor Portsmouth's Plaid Bone.
tainthecrowd, which
(GR) You'vechangedthename brings them business.
from Plaid Bone Luvto simply Plaid One exception being
theOassic,theywere
Bone. Why the change?
(PB) It's not a change. It's an very immature, upentirely new band. We are just tight, and paranoid-starting out (the five of us), with I guess due to their Front L to R Brian Whitely, Chad Hickman
only 2 months together. But a lot of pastexperiences with Back L toR Don Willis, Erle Brow, Moe Collett.
positive things have happened and minors and the law.
Eric Brown, bass guitar, age later learned that the guitaM Moe
are happening.
C.ollett had damaged his guitar after
(GR) Is there anyone whom you 17
thesecoooset--duringmyphoo)sooot.
Brian Whitley, dn.ms, age 16
(GR) Where is your favorite · would like to thank?
Iapologi7.eforanyinoonveniencethis
(PB) Yes! THANKS to Tony
place to play?
may
have caused to him or the band
InterviewenNote: Allarep-evi(PB) PARTIES! (Less stress Grant and Louie Ruth--the unseen
But,hey
guys, you still sowded fabuousmembers ofseparate bands. Moe,
from management). However, members.
lous!
How
that for talent?
Brian,andF.ric were all with Apathy.
Thompson's Bar is an excellent enYour
Ultimate
Fan: Gypsy Rose.
BAND BIO: Chad Hickman, Chad and Don werepreviouslywith
vironment for a band, mainly be-

"No Luv Lost" Short and
Sweet with Plaid Bone
By Gypsy Rose
UC Features Editor

liig MMM Souffi Point

John on the track If You Can't Feel
This album has a lot of potential
Anything Else. Some of the best hits on it like Little Bit of Luck, Shat
guitar licks are on this track and I End of the Stick, Lori Ann, Missin All
feel everything works well together The Kissin, Love Games, Chances
on this song.
Are and Lookin' Foc Trouble.
The album comes to
South Point is good country and
a close with the haunting you should give this album a try. Also
sound of Dreams of if you like country you ought to
Love.
catch South Point playing at one
In short if you like these places. It'll be wocth the trip
the blues or rock, you'll
Buckeye Lounge inPiketoo, Ohlv
love Feel This from the on March 5-6-12-13; April 9-10-16JeffHealey Band.•••• 17; May 7-8-14-15. They will be at
Reflexions in Ironton, Ohio oo March
Now let's talk some 18-19-20 and Gibsoo's Outoock Sacountry. In fact, it's a loonin Waverly, OhioduringMay21local band called South 22-28-29.
Point oot of WheelersThe band is Southpoint and the
burg.
album is ''Missin' All The Kissin.''
South Point's latest
album titled ''Missin All
Grade Scale
The Kissin" is a gdod
Excellent•••••
example of all new
Great••••
changes happening in
Good***
countrytoday. The sound
Fair**
of the band is like the
Poor•
...__
__, music of Restless Heart
and the hanmny of the
South Point Back row- L to R John Ball,
I would liketothankTimShephard
Statler Brothers.
_ and Shephard's Sound Wom, 1003
Brian "Boz" Vanderhoof Front row-L to R
Jack Adkins and Paul Adkins.
South Point isn't an Gallia Street. for providing me with
inexperienced band; musicforreview.Allthesealbumrand
are Evil, Here to Stay, My Kinda' brothers Jack and Paul Adkins started many more are available at
Lover, and It Could All Get Blown playing in a band when they were in Shephard's.
high school. Guitar ·player Brian
Away.
I also would like to thank Paul
Vanderhoof
has played in many Adkins/orallthe i,(ormation-on South
The band also introduces blues
rap with the rapping provided by Jr. places in West Virginia befortjoin- Point.
band.
Lost in Your Eyes, a ballad written by Tom Petty, is a rival to their
first big hit Angel Eyes.
Some of the reallyrockin' tracks

By Philip Thieken
UC StaffWriter
This week, I have had aoother

Entertainment

Entertainment
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Music and Mosh Pits: MEGADETH and STONE TEMPLE PILOTS

By Ma r tin Poston
uc Business /Staff Manager

Last week, my esteemed colleague, Mr. Zornes told ofhis absolute last concert experience.
Yeah right, Kevin. Just watch.
, ,neone good will come along and
won't be able to resist.
- Anyway, a new chapter in my
life was opened last week, on Tuesday, November 26, when I had my

sands for the entire length of their
set.
Their performance was highlighted by such tracks as their first
single, ''Sex.TypeThing,'' ''Wicked
Gun," "Dead and Bloated," and
their upcoming single, ' 'Plush''.
The show was interrupted in the
middle by an obnoxious fan who
threw a lighter, hitting Weiland, the
lead singer, in the head, and another

ab&olute first concert experience
who almost
I had the incredible luck to get nailed~obert,the
tickets to see the first rock event of · bassist, with a
1993 in the tri-state area, Megadeth
and Stone Temple Pilots at the Htmtington Civic Center.
I took with me two associates
mmmyhighschooldays,SeanHaider
andRyan Redfern,andwe were set to
go. On.the entire way down to Htmtington, we listened to a compilation
of Megadeth's best material (however, there was only so much time to
get ready, so Sean missed a few.)
Whenwearrived,SeanandRyan
bolh bought beautiful new Megadeth
T-shirts,andweheadedintothearena
foc the first live show ofmy life.
Our first stop was the gate at stage
left. There I saw the most equipment
I had ever seen in one room. I saw
guitars, wallsofamp;andhard-workingroadies.l tinJght, "thisisheaven!"
Then, the show started with the
opening band, Stone Terq,le Pilots,a
band originating from the Los Angeles/San Diego area ''What can I say
to do this band justice?" I woooered
to myself
lbeir sotmd is somewhat like
that of Alice in Chains. However,
they show they have established
their own sound, which has its way
of grabbing the audience 's attention and never letting go. They
captivated the audience of thou-

guy gave me an after show pass, and
told me to wait. Five to ten minutes
later, I got to go backstage and talk to
Stone Temple Pilots.
The band was quite approachable
and willing to answer my questJ.ons. I
spoke with Weiland briefly about the
band and their future tounng plans.
STP will be on the Megadeth tour for
another month, followed by a monthlong headlining tour ofEurope. After

surfing about 15 to 20times total on
the night. Myarmsweresorefocthe
restoftheweek,sinceldidgoheadfirst
a couple times and had to break my
fallsomehow. Butwhynot.Itwasall
wocth 1t.
Megadeth continued on to perfocmsuchclassicsas'41nMyDarlcest
Hour," "The Coojuring," "Tornado of Souls,'' and their classic
cover ofPatsy Cline's' 'These Boots

rr======================~

half-fullbeercan.
It was then
that Weiland got
mad, and he ex.pressed it by a
touching oratay
abouthisthousandsof"ftiends"inthe
audience, who throw hats (''That's
great,becausewecanwear'em,"he
said). He then mentioned those who
weren't his friends and encouraged
the crowd to take action if they saw
it again (' '. . . throw the MF down
and stomp on his Mfing head,'' or
something like that.) Now, folks,
this is an artist who takes his music
seriously. ·
The other major sight to see during STP 's set was a halfhour into the
show, when a body surfer got thrown·
over the front, slipped past security,
and did a stage dive into about the
fifth or six.th row.
·
I got as close as the fourth row
during the STP show, and I can
testify that someone could really get
hurt up there. I saw one guy after the
set,andhewasquitenoticeablyhurt.
I went to the gate at stage left
again; where I talked to one of the
road crew, asking if he could get
someone to come out and talk to me.
No luck there, or so I thought The

7"K\ ~D

- Y( -

Are Made For Walking."
Yetsomeofthebest

soo.gsofthenightwere
those taken from their
1992 album,
down to Extinction,
Megadeth's docwnentation of the demise of
that, the band will take time off to society. These were the songs where
work on new material, then hopefully the crowd went absolutely crazy,
touring again in late spring, and maybe sang along, moshed, suifed, and just
play in Lollapalooz.a in the swnmer. about everything else imaginable.
The crowdsangalongwithsongs
I then got autographs from Weiland,
Robert, Eric (drwns), and Dean (gui- like "This Was My Life," "Foreclosure of a Dream,,. "Coontdown
tars).
Then came time for Megadeth to toEx.tinction," and "Symphony of
come on. By now, I allowed myself Destruction." The major highto join the crowd in what looked like light of the show would have to be
a great time. I worked my way up the new single, and probably the
toward the front, as Mustaine and best song on Countdown to ExtincCompany started the show with the !llm, '' Sweating Bullets,'' where
track "Holy Wars," taken from their the audience got to sing the verses.
Unfortunately, like all great
1990 release, Rust in Peace.
I finally gave in to curiosity dur- things, the show had to end, and
ing the great performance of ''Han- what better way to do it than with
gar 18," and took my first body- the Megadeth all-time classic ansurfing trip over the crowd. I got them, '~Peace Sells."
thrown over the front the very first
Megadeth's encore was absotime, then caught by security and sent lutely great, when they sang their
rendition of the old Sex. Pistols
back.
I worked my way up toward the classic, "Anarchy in the U.K.,"
front again, but not as close, because I . then the show closed with Mustaine
didn't want to push my luck and get reciting the prayer lines from •'Go
thrown out of the concert.
To Hell," their contribution to the
However, this didn't stop me from soundtrack from Bill and Ted's

Home alone for a number of reasons~=====;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_
By Stephanie Wright
UC Entertainment Editor

Home alone is fast becoming a
sue. I'm not speaking of the
starring Macauley Caulkin,
but of the thousand, perhaps even
millions, ofchildren left home alone
Mr1lllmber of reasons.
On one end of the spectrwn are
t
who can't afford day care
ana who are leaving their children
home to watch themselves. The
age of the children and the amount
of time left alone varies, but for
many children, the experience is
very frightening.
Some may have to cook for
themselves or, if they aren't old
enough to cook, they may have to
eat cold dinners. There are some
states that have latchkey programs
whereby children can call a hotline

hf

for advice, help with homework, or
just a reassuring voice.
On the other end of the spectrum

I am very concerned about this
issue, so ·I decided to call Scioto
County Children's Services. David
Huddleston, SCCS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - attorney, said there is
no Ohio law stati.ng a
minimum age children must be to be
left home alone. He
went on to say that if
,
complaint is filed,
•l achild
endangerment
charges could be
brought against the
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. parents, depending
are the children who are being abandoned. One such case has recently
been reported on in the media. A
couple returning form a vacation in
Mexico were apprehended for leaving their young children home alone
for nine days.

on the circumstances of the situation.
Sue Addington, Director of
Children's Services, said that the age
of the children is an important factor.
Some children are more mature than
others.
Suggestions from Addington in-

elude a neighborhood watch If a
parent must leave for a short while
(definitely not overnight), then
neighbors can watch for any signs
oftrouble. Depending on the child's
age and maturity level, as well as
the length of time being left alone,
children can watch themselves but
precautions should be taken. Emergency numbers should be left posted
for the children. Rules concerning
answering the door or phone and
usage of appliances should be discussed.
One last suggestion would be
the implementation of a latchkey
program in Scioto County. Volunteers in various school districts
could be available by phone for
advice, help with homework or,
as I stated before, a reassuring
voice.

B<WJS Journey.

Unfortunately, no one could get
backstageaftertheshow,solcouldn't
talk to them afterwards, but the
eveningwasabsolutelyflawlessnooetheless. I gottosee Megadeth,aband
that coostantly improves itself, m the
flesh. Looking back, I can 'tthmk of
a better way to experience the first
concert ofmy life. Plus, I got to see
and talk to Stone Terq,le Pilots who
will be a band to watch m 1993 and
should be a force to be reckone<t with
in the future
Soinsummary, STPkicked sane
major tail, and Megadeth ruled. It
was an experience that I will never
firget. I can't wait to get that paM
framed. Coogratul.atiooguys. Great
show.
Pick up Megadeth's Countdown
to Extincticn and Stone Temple Pilots'
m staes, as soon as is
humanlypoomble,andyou'll be glad
you did.
I'd like to conclude this article
by saying thanks to all who helped
me in this first venture into Ii ve
entertainment: Philip Lashinsky
for his cooperation and the tickets,
the UC staff,and RoseAnnRussellRosier for typing that killer letter,
STP for talking to me, and Sean
and Ryan for the transportation.

I Greeks and Clubs I
$1,000AN H O UR!

Each member of your
frat, sorority, team, club,
etc. pitches in just one
hour and~ your group can
raise $ I ,000 in just a few
I
days!
I
1

Plus a chance to earn

$1,00
No

1

for you r self!

ost. No obli g atio n .

I 1-800-932-0528 , ext.
I
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Drug Problem?
You are not alone.

Narcotics
Anonymous
MEETING DATES AND TIMES

Portsmouth, 734 8th St.,
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Ironton, Christ Episcopal
Chlll'Ch, Fifth and Parle
Ave., Friday 8 p.m.
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Sports

of the week
Women 22-0 iri MOC Action===~ BySpotlight
Tom Davis
By Dave Logan
UC Staff'Writcr
Shawnee State Lady Bears cap-

tured their 22 straight win in the
MOC since entering the conference last year. This victory started
out slow with the. Bears leading
only 10-9 after the first seven min~
utes.
With ten minutes left in the first
half SSU started to close the door
on Walsh by widening the score to
16-9. By the end of the first half
SSU
leading 41-33. This was
aided by Jenni Wessel's 15 points
and6reboundsanclbyRobinBugg's
6 points and 3 rebounds in the 7859 win.
The Lady Bears reeled off I0

was

unanswered points in the beginning

per game, exceeded it by scoring
27pointsandrebotmding 11
times.
Bugg stayed within her
average of 12 points and 6
rebounds by scoring 11
points and rebounding 6
times.
Walshs' Shelly Pilsite
and Nicole Dotson scored
29 of their 59 points, 16 and
13 respectively. Shawnee
Jenni Wessel makes 2 of her 27 points in State's victory makes them
Friday noght's game against Walsh.
16-6 and 8-0.
With this loss, the Cavaof the second half. Wessel, who liersslideto7-13and4-4.Rock-on
averages 19 points and 9 rebounds Lady Bears!

Men's Basketball

By Dave Logan
UC Staf[Writer

Was the lid on our basket or
were the glasses off the officials in
Friday nights I~ to Walsh College
by Shawnee State's mens.basketball team?
With two minutes and 30 seconds left in the game, charging was
called on Travis Merry and the
crowd went into an uproar. While
everyone's attention was directed
at the official, someone snuck up
and put a lid on the Bears basket.
Before this, the Bears were in strilc-

ing distance but with this call the
tide turned in favor of the Cavaliers
and SSU lost 88-75.
The uproar was caused by two
Shawnee players who were sent
sprawling on the floorwithoutcharging calls beingmade. When Merry's
slight bump was called a charge, the
pandemonium erupted.
From that point forward,
Shawnee could not buy a bucket.
Walsh then went onto win by 13
points.
Walsh's victory WilS led by

Michael Smoot with 21 points and
Scott Young with 20 points. They
also had two other players in double
digits, Greg Leig and Corry Appline
with 17 and 11 points respectively.
TravisMerry,however, was the high
scorer of the game with 23 points
and Darius Williams was not far
behind with 22 points.
The first half was remarkably
different from the second half. With
competition and officiating being
more even, SSU went into the locker
room only down by 5.

Men's and Women's Preview
By Tom Davis
UC Sports Editor

The men's basketball team travels to Rio Grande Wednesday for a
7:30 p.m. contest. After Fri~y
night's game, the Bears are 9-13
and 0- 7 in the MOC. On the other
hand, the Redmen are 20-4 and 52 in the MOC, dropping their two
games in the conference to Walsh
and Unbana.
Rio Grande's coach John
Lawhorn talked about the upcoming game on his home court. •'Traditionally it's always a close game.
When we won down there it was
right after Christmas and Shawnee
seemed flat. Jim Arnzen always
does a fine job preparing his team.
If they shoot well up here, it'.sgoing to be a tough game."
On Saturday, Feb. 6, the men
host Cedarville for a 7:30 p.m.
game. The Yellow-Jackets, as of
Jan. 29, are 18-4 and 5-2 in the
MOC.
The Sports Information Director, Mark Womack informed me
that the Jackets are lead by Ken
Rucker.'s 25-2 points and 13 rebounds per game. The Jackets also

wentl4-0intheMOCandwonthe
conference.
When the women were playingat Walsh, Kavanaugh was busy
gathering uniforms and equiprnc,,after the game. When he went c
to load the bus, it was gone. 'fl
team, jubilous over winning
game, had loaded up and left.
Coach Robin Hagen-Smith
said they were ata restaurant at the
Canton Mall when she looked
around and couldn't find
Kavanaugh. It dawned on her that
Ralph was packing up the equipment in Walsh's gym the last time
she seen him. During this time
Kavanaugh was wondering when
he would be missed and when they
would return for him.
He said, "I know they would
returnforme,butwhen?" Afteran
hour, I was afraid it wouldn't be
until they reached Portsmouth. I
just decided to sit and patiently
wait until they returned.
Kavanaugh has always been one
ofthe top supporters for SSU sports.
When the softball team won the
NAIA Bi-District 23 Championship in Midland, Mich, the team
was swprised to find Ralph and a
few loyal supporters there to greet
them. He had placed a big sign in
the natatorium welcoming home
the champs.
Kavanaugh is always offering
his assistance to students. Whether
it is in sports or just encouragement in education.
Athletic Director and head basketball coach Jim Arnzen said,
"There isn't any employee more
loyal or dedicated to SSU than
Ralph Kavanaugh.''

lJC Sports Editor

go to Jaden Callahan, who averages
18-7 points a game. Cedarville also
features Portsmouth High School's
David Barnes.
Womackstated, "Wehavenever
won down there and Shawnee has
never won up there. Last year the
Jackets were ranked high nationally
and had only one loss in twenty
games. Shawnee upset them 73-65.
Saturdays game should be interesting."

Women

The Lady Bears travel to Rio
Grande on Tuesday Feb. 2, and to
Cedarville Saturday Feb. 6. The
game at Rio Grande will start at 5
p.m. The women will be pursueing
their 24th consecutive MOC win..
Since our deadline was Friday
midnight, the results will not appear in this week's paper. Rio
Grande is up the road a little ways,
so lets go up and support these
ladies Tuesday.
The Redwomen have only one
l~ in the conference which was
handed to them by the Bears, who
will be led by last weeks NAIA

District 22 and MOC player of the
week, Jemy Wessel.Also featured
is the NAIA's leading 3-point
shooter, Tiffany Clayton. She leads
with a 52.8 percent shooting average.
Saturday's game at Cedarville
willbeat2p.m. The Yellow Jackets lost their first two games of the
season and then won thirteen
straight.
·
This string ended Jan. 12 here
at Shawnee with a Bear's victory.
Since then, the Jackets have lost a
total of six straight, bringing their
record to 13-8. They are lead by
Amy .ZChr's MOC leading 25.5
points and 13.6 rebounds average
per game. Let's hope that the Lady
Bearsare goingfortheir 25 straight
MOC win since entering the conference last year.

SSSS, FREE TRM'ELAND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!!

Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote

SPRING BREAK, call the

nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

There isn't any employee more
_ _ _ _ _ _ loyal or dedicated to SSU
than Ralph
Kavanaugh,
our spotlight
person of the
w e e k .
Kavanaugh is
....K_a_v_a_n_a_u_g_h__, a Portsmouth
native and a
graduate from Portsmouth High
School, Class of 1964. He spent 20
years and 3 months as an Infantryman and Medical Corpsman before
retiring from the United States
Army.
Kavanaugh has attended
Shawnee State since 1988 on the
United States Education Fund For
the last two years, he has been a parttime student and a part-time employee on the SSU Athletic staff.
Kavanaugh' s responsibilities
include scheduling recrel!tion and
events at the Activities Center and
making sure all equipment and items
for Shawnee's home games are in
place. He also makes sure all sports
practices in the gyni are scheduled
without any interference with each
other.
Intramural sports and open gym
are also under his supervision.
Kavanaugh said that sometimes
people get upset with his hard line
woach, but making sure that everybody gets an equal opportunity
to use the gym is a hard job.
''Ifyou give one groupofpeople
a few extraminutes the other groups
complain It's so much easier to
enforce the time allocation. When
they all come in on their scheduled
time and vacate when their allotted
time is up, things go so much
easier," Kavanaugh replied.
He has also been the equipment
manager for the women's basketball team for the last two years. He
has seen the good times and the not
so good times.
He said, "Winning is great, but
I sure hate to see the girls dejected
when they loose.'' Last year was a
lotoffim for him because the women
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Air Conditioning ,I
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I
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